NETWORK METERING
AND
FORENSICS

Benefits for your business
Optimize bandwidth use

Authorized reseller:

Ensure a safer, malware free network
Secure your IP assets from being stolen
Investigate and solve network issues

DOWNLOAD and EVALUATE trisul for free today
http://www.unleashnetworks.com/products/trisul
Email
info@unleashnetworks.com to arrange for an on-site POC
MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Intel Core-2 2.8 Ghz
2 GB RAM
2 Ethernet NICs
40GB HDD
64-bit Centos 5.6 or 64-bit Ubuntu 10.04
Busier networks need higher configurations.
Contact us for a correct sizing
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complete network performance
and security visibility

Product Highlights
Linux based solution
Accepts raw packets via port span or network tap
Accepts Netflow v5, v9, and all versions of SFLOW

Managed Service Providers

For Enterprises

Designed to handle very busy networks
No rollups or summarization of any data - this aids
retrospective analysis

Continuous monitoring of all end customer
network activity

Over 100+ built in counters to monitor traffic by
MAC layer, Ethernet Links, IP layer, Countries,
ASN, HTTP Content Type, Subnets, VSAT
branches and more.

Provide a valuable service to enhance internet,
leased line, or VSAT offerings

Flexible counting policies to suit your enterprise
applications
Correlates and stores network statistics, each flow
(conversation) that took place, and even the actual
packets
Flexible policies can intelligently optimize packet
storage
Modern multiuser web based interface
Rich PDF reporting - both on web and via email
No expensive database or server licenses
needed !
Top notch support from professionals who
understand todays networks and threats

Monitor key network infrastructure
Measure if controls like web filtering are working
or not

Automatically email detailed reports to subscribers
in PDF format

Track usage and performance of critical links.
Leased lines, ethernet, VSAT, MPLS - branch
wise

Monitor popular applications and offer enhanced
services for more revenue

Monitor employee workstations for indications of
malware/ spam/ spyware or botnet infections

Cut down service times

Investigate data theft and disgruntled employee
activity

Subscribers can get their own login to view their
resources
HIghlight customers with significant performance
or security problems and proactively address them
Measure effects of fair usage bandwidth caps

Catch intrusion attempts as they occur and limit
damage
Set usage alerts when key network performance
indicators go over threshold
Set alerts on suspicious activity like long VPN
sessions or large uploads

NETWORK METERING AND FORENSICS
Ultimate network visibility - present and past

DATASHEET

Analyze network traffic from dozens of angles
Monitor fair usage of your network resources
Maintain a long term log of all network activity
Pinpoint malware activity in your network
Investigate incidents down to the packet level
Correlate intrusion detection with traffic and flows

The Performance and Security Challenge
To deal with todays complex networks and threat scenario, a
complete visibility into the type of traffic carried on your
network is of utmost importance. A smoothly running network
could be carrying significant malicious traffic putting your entire
business at risk. Conversely, a poorly performing network
could merely be due to a bandwidth usage problem.
Therefore, simple traffic monitoring techniques are not enough.
You need traffic visibility annotated with security indicators like
presence of malware and intrusion attempts.
You are not only expected to address current problems but also investigate past incidents. This could be in
the form of investigating former employees, actions of an infected workstation, or even carrying out a
routine network and security audit. You need to pull together detailed statistics, flow activity, security alerts,
and even raw packets. The tools available today simply do not measure up to this challenge.

Introducing Trisul Network Metering and Forensics
Trisul gives you detailed traffic visibility of your network along with the ability to analyze security events and
flow activity.Trisul continuously monitors network traffic at the packet level and tracks over 100 statistics at
all network layers. To this it adds in security information such as intrusions and malware activity. This combination of network usage and security monitoring is presented in an easy to use web interface. All data is
stored by Trisul for future analysis.
Trisul is Linux based and does not require expensive server or database licenses.
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MONITOR
Get complete network bandwidth visibility
Identify top users in over 100 different ways
Identify trouble in Layer 2
Automatically email PDF reports of network usage
Supports raw packets, Netflow, and SFlow inputs

PROTECT
Identify infected machines on your network
Measure malware and botnet activity
Alert when users access blacklisted websites
Monitor intrusion attempts into your network
Post compromise analysis

INVESTIGATE
Investigate traffic congestion now or in the past
Log all network flows and packets
Apply 100+ easy to use network analysis tools
Monitor routers and interfaces usage
Drill down and sideways from traffic to flows to packets

Minimum System Requirements

Sales and Enquiries Contact

Hardware
64-bit Dual Core Intel processor
2GB memory, 80GB hard drive, 100 MB NIC

Unleash Networks,
5 Nehru St
Gowrivakkam, Chennai 601302, India

Operating System
CentOS 5.6+ 64-bit; Ubuntu 10.04 64-bit
Bare bones install is sufficient.

Phone +91-44-22780181, +91-9840910130
Web http://www.unleashnetworks.com
email info@unleashnetworks.com
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